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Focus on new crop business.


The current crop stocks are almost over. Ginners who hold some small volumes are reserving them for
their traditional clients in the domestic spinning market. Meantime, very small volumes are being offered to
Turkish spinners at prices of 199-200 usc/kgs FOT. Although it is very early, all parties are now being
focused on the new crop.



The majority of international merchants on our market have started building a position. As usual
merchants who entered our market first paid the most attractive basis. Two months ago the basis was around
levels of even Dec 10, while the most recent business was concluded at levels of 150-200 on Dec 10. We
calculate about 15,000 tons of lint already committed of which 70% is on call and 30% at fix price. Apart
from the private ginning mills, also a cooperative sold serious quantities of the new crop.



The sentiment in our market referring the new crop is rather optimistic. The acreage is estimated so far to
increase by 15% this season and growers are targeting for high yields following the exciting lint prices. In the
following weeks that plantings will begin, we will have a more accurate view of the new crop's acreage.
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Disclaimer

Information contained herein is based on data obtained from recognized statistical services,
issue reports or communications, or other sources, believed to be reliable. However, such
information has not been verified by “Investment Research & Analysis Journal” (“IRAJ”), and
“IRAJ” does not make any representation as to its accuracy and completeness. Opinions,
estimates, and statements nonfactual in nature expressed in the research reports presented by
“IRAJ” represent judgment as of the date of the reports, are subject to change without notice
and are provided in good faith and without legal responsibility. In addition, there may be
instances when fundamental, technical and quantitative opinions, estimates, and statements may
not be in concert. Neither the information nor any opinion expressed shall constitute an offer to
sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any shares, warrants, convertible securities or options of
“covered companies” by no means.
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